Street Life
Another Kind of Concrete, Koushik Banerjea (£8.99, Jacaranda)
Finally, we get a version of 1970s London told from something other than a
white perspective. East and West London feature in this gritty but humorous
novel, as does India and what became Pakistan as a result of Partition.
Split into five sections, with much time jumping and changes of focus within
each, we get to meet K. and his family as he navigates poverty, school,
friendships, music and racism; just as his family and friends have in their own
ways.
1977 is the chronological focus of the book, and London is awash not only with
the National Front but copycat skinheads and troublemakers, as well as the
mutterings of Londoners who resent Pakistani, Jamaican and Indian incomers to
'their country' and way of life.
K. seeks refuge in books, friendship and to a lesser extent music, and seems
somewhat unaware of his uncle and father's back stories and his mother's desire
to see him educated and enabled. But we are privy to several family's histories:
and how they survived on the streets of India, worked in the London docks, and
earlier flirtations with alternative hippy culture and other music after settling in
London.
Banerjea is careful to stay away from an easy depiction of goodies and baddies in
his book, recognising that people are more complex than that, and cannot be
reduced to black and white. This book's characters are nuanced and occasionally
join sides or football games that aren't expected by the reader. K.'s confidante
and girl friend Michelle spends time with the popular and aloof girls at school,
the runt at school is not simply an NF stooge, fights and attacks are sometimes
provoked. Even the smelly 'spastic' girl at school who wets herself in class
provides a surprising escape route from an incident of sexual abuse.
The long summers of the mid-70s with their simmering discontent and political
unrest are well-depicted here through the story lines. This is no political rant,
nor is it a liberal nostalgia trip. Punk is sidelined here (and there is no mention of
Rock Against Racism), moments of hope mostly come from everyday
shopkeepers or neighbours who offer support or speak out against the prevalent
racism and violence; cricket and music offer survival strategies in the
playground and street, even as rioting and death occur.
This book isn't perfect, it is sometimes confusing and elliptical, and a good editor
would have insisted on some cutting and re-ordering to produce a clearer story,
but in the main this is a fantastic novel, told in an original, informed and
persuasive voice. Banerjea has previous in academic postcolonial theory, and it's
great to see him turning that knowledge into an accomplished, lively and timely
novel.
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